IMMIGRATION LEGAL SERVICES AND COSTS
For immigration matters, we routinely offer a fixed fee option to our clients.
Our engagement letter/client care letter should confirm your fee structure and associated terms
and conditions. It is important to note that fixed fee arrangements are retainer arrangements
whereby you agree to retain our services until case conclusion/outcome in order to take
advantage of a discounted and pre agreed fee. Please be advised that having agreed fixed fee,
if you withdraw your instructions, we will not be able to issue any refund.
In cases of withdrawn instructions or abortive work or substantial changes to original
instructions, dependent on your billing model, you may be liable to pay the full fees agreed to
or, at a bare minimum, all work already completed will be subject to our minimum hourly rates
of £217 plus VAT per hour.
Free Initial Telephone Discussion, Meeting & Quote
Phone us on 020 8004 5806 to discuss the details of your case, the options available to you and
how our legal team can assist. We can also have a telephone or face to face Meeting to discuss
fees based on your individual circumstances and give you an agreed fixed fee quotation.
One off Legal Consultation (“Consultation”)
We provide tailor made service to each individual need. We provide initial consultation either
via face to face or online, for a nominal cost of £50.00 including VAT. During that
Consultation, we usually assess the merits of your case, and provide verbal advice you on the
likely steps and take client instructions.
Non-fixed fees/hourly rate
We recognise that each case is different therefore if an hourly rate is agreed then you will be
charged our minimum rates of £217 plus VAT an hour.
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TYPE OF APPLICATION

COSTS
All costs/fees are excluding
VAT and disbursements

Visitors:
Standard Visitor, includes those visiting as tourists, friends,
family, those seeking medical treatment, Business Visitor
including academics, Permitted Paid Engagement, £550.00 per applicant
Marriage/Civil Partnership for those intending to get
married only, but not settle subsequently, Parent of Student
Child, Short Term Study, Transit

Business Visas
£2500.00

£5000.00
Skilled Workers

Health & Care Visa

£1000.00- £1500.00

religion
Visa (T2)

Certificate of Sponsorship

£1500.00- £2500.00
(depending on the complexity
of the matter and size of the
business)

£750.00-£1250.00 (depending
on complexity)
Studying in UK
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Student Visa
Student Visa (Child)

£750.00

Graduate Visa
Temporary workers

£1250.00

Other categories

£1250.00

UK Ancestry

£850.00

Settling in the UK

£1000.00- £1500.00
(depending on complexity)

Citizenship
£750.00-£1250.000
(depending on complexity)
£850.00

European nationals
£550.00- £750.00
£350.00
£850.00- £1250.00
£1000.00- £1250.00
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Additional family members/dependents, where relevant, in
above applications

£250.00

Leave to remain extension applications on private and
family life basis (where current leave to remain is valid)

£750.00- £1250.00 depending
on complexity

Complex Cases
Including applications:
Outside the Immigration Rules

£1250.00
to
£3,000.00
depending on complexity

Discretionary Leave (6 Years route)
Leave to Remain family/private life
Out of Time applications
Domestic violence
Discretionary policy applications for those discharged
from the British Army, Brigade of Gurkhas prior to 1 July
1997
Adult Dependent Relative applications
Asylum Claim all steps to a decision (excluding attending
Asylum interview with you)

£2500.00

Subject Access Request

£250.00- £500.00

One Off Application Checking Service
The application checking service is a limited service
whereby we will check the completed application form and
review the supporting documents you have provided and
providing verbal advice in relation to the matter at hand.

£150.00- £250.00 depending
on complexity

We are under no further obligation to you than the provision
of this limited application checking service

APPEALS
First Tier Tribunal Appeals (one Hearing)
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Application to Upper Tribunal for leave to appeal (Paper
Application)

£750.00

Hearing Before Upper Tribunal

£2,000.00
to
£3,000
depending on complexity

Detention and Bail
Consideration, research, preparation and submission of Bail
Applications at the First Tier Tribunal, relevant supporting
documents

£1500.00-£2000.00

JUDICIAL REVIEW
Pre-action Protocol Letter

£350.00

Application to Judicially review before the tribunal (paper
application)

£2,000.00
to
£3,000.00
depending on complexity

Renewal of an application

£750.00

Oral Hearing of renewed Application

£2500.00 to £4,000.00

Half a day full hearing

£5,000.00 to £7,500.00

Important to Remember
Sometimes there are factors which will make your case more complex and more time will have
to be spent on your case. This will increase the costs of your case. Such factors include a
complex or poor immigration history, multiple applications (for example for other members of
your family), information coming to light which was not known to us at the start of your case,
complicated or large amounts of documentary evidence particularly relating to your finances or
immigration history, lack of prompt instructions and delay in providing documents which result
in repetition of work or additional work. If your case becomes unexpectedly more complex than
had been anticipated, we will advise you and provide an updated cost estimate.
Our fixed fee includes:


All the work until we receive a written decision from the Home Office, if this was an
application to the Home Office or the Entry Clearance Officer.
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If it is an appeal, then it would include costs of all steps and covers one hearing fees
including Barrister’s costs (Barristers costs is only included in appeal matter at this
stage) until we receive decision of the tribunal.
If it is a judicial review, then all the steps taken on a paper application until a decision
is received from the Upper Tribunal or the High Court.

Our fee does not include:















Home Office / Visa fees and any Premium Service supplements
Documents scanning and uploading fees
Immigration Health Surcharge
Court/Tribunal fees
Barrister fees
Expert report fees
Cost of interpreters if required
Translations
Attending any Home Office interviews
Housing Reports for Immigration purposes
DNA tests where appropriate
Fee for biometric data for a biometric residence permit
Any other cost related to your matter that are payable to third parties
If because of delay in providing instructions or documents, the firm will need to carry
out additional work, then that work will not be covered by this fixed fee. In addition, all
the documents in support must be provided to us in a hard copy or by email in a legible
PDF format with each document/file size of no more than 10mb. If documents are sent
to us by WhatsApp or by using any other method or format, then the firm will have to
carry out further work which will incur additional fee of minimum £250.00 plus VAT.
For example: these costs will be incurred if one document such as bank statement of 5
pages is sent to us in 5 separate PDF files. We will inform you in writing if we spend
more time and costs of assembling those documents will go beyond £250.00 plus VAT.
We will give you estimate of those additional costs in advance.

The professional fees to be paid at the commencement of work. The official fees must be
submitted with application or it may become invalid.
Contact
If you would like to discuss your matter with one of our immigration solicitors, then call 020
8004 5806 and one of our lawyers will be happy to discuss the circumstances of your particular
matter.
Alternatively, you can email enquiries at info@aaryansolicitors.com and someone will be in
contact with you within 24 hours.
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